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Abstract
Understanding of the cellular signaling pathways involved in cancer disease is of 
great importance. These complex biological mechanisms can be thoroughly 
revealed by their structure, dynamics, and control methods. Artificial intelligence 
offers rule-based models that favor the research of human signaling processes. In 
this paper, we give an overview of the advantages of the formalism of symbolic 
models in medical biology and cell biology of the uveal melanoma. A language is 
described that allows us: (1) To define the system states and elements with their 
alterations; (2) To model the dynamics of the cellular system; and (3) To perform 
inference-based analysis with the logical tools of the language.
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INTRODUCTION
Regarding the eye anatomy, the uvea is the middle layer of the eyeball, also known as 
the vascular tunic, uveal layer, uveal coat, or uveal tract. It consists of three parts: the 
iris, the ciliary body, and the choroid (Figure 1). These parts in turn divide the uvea 
into anterior (iris), intermediate (ciliary leather), and posterior (choroid).

The anatomy of the eye is schematized in Figure 2, where the inside of the eye is 
represented. The drawing exhibits the interior of the eye including the lens, cornea, 
ciliary body, retina, choroid, vitreous humor, and optic nerve.

An ocular melanoma is a melanoma located in the eye or near the eye. This type of 
cancer develops in the cells that produce the pigment. The pigment is the substance 
that gives color to the eyes, skin, and hair. The melanoma develops in the skin, but it 
can also develop in the conjunctiva or in the eye.

The number of cancer deaths worldwide recorded by the World Health 
Organization is approximately 9.6 million in 2018. Therefore, cancer is the second 
leading cause of death globally. This data means that about one-sixth of all deaths are 
a result of cancer. Lung, prostate, colorectal, stomach and liver cancer are the most 
common cancers in the case of men. However, the most frequent types for women are 
breast, colorectal, lung, cervical and thyroid cancer.

Melanoma represents a small percentage among skin cancers, but it is responsible 
for the vast number of skin cancer deaths. Approximately half of patients with uveal 
melanoma develop metastases and die from the disease[1-4]. The most common site for 
metastatic spread is the liver. In most cases, liver metastases are due to a poor 
prognosis; and life expectancy is 4 to 15 mo if no treatment is performed[5,6]. The 
incidence of melanoma is increasing worldwide. It is estimated that in 2030 there will 
be a total of 23.6 million new cases[7].

Melanoma of the uvea is a rare kind of cancer, accounting for 5% of all 
melanomas[3,5,8,9]. Uveal melanoma represents the most widespread primary eye 
malignancy in adults, being exceptional in children, with an incidence of about 7 
annual cases per million in Europe[10] and 5.3 to 10.9 annual cases per million in the 
United States[11]. In the case of Europe, incidence rates increase from South to North, 
being less than two cases per million in Southern Italy and Spain and more than 8 
cases per million in Denmark and Norway[10]. In the United States, the difference in 
incidence among different ethnic groups is large, with the annual age-adjusted 
incidence being 0.38 for Asians, 0.31 for African Americans, 1.67 for Hispanics, and 
6.02 for non-Hispanic whites[11]. However, the prognosis does not differ between ethnic 
groups[12].

The incidence increases with age, the maximum peak is reached between 60 and 70 
years. It is slightly more frequent in men than in women and in people with iris and 
light skin. Normally, the affectation is unilateral and rarely bilateral. Solar exposure 
has been considered a possible contributing factor to the development of this tumor. It 
usually appears sporadically, although it is described as an increased factor in certain 
diseases: Uveal nevus, xeroderma pigmentosum, oculodermal melanocytosis (nevus of 
Ota), dysplastic nevus syndrome, and neurofibromatosis type I[13].

The incidence is variable depending on your location. Melanomas are more frequent 
in the choroid and less in the ciliary body and in the iris (90%, 7%, and 2% of uveal 
melanomas, respectively)[14]. The clinical and histopathological characteristics of 
conjunctival and uveal melanomas are distinct: The conjunctival is similar to 
cutaneous melanoma, and the uveal presents molecular similarities with melanocytic 
tumors of the central nervous system[15,16].

Mortality rates in five years are variable, between 6% and 53%, regardless of the first 
line treatment used for local control of the disease. It is known that approximately 50% 
of patients will develop distant metastasis, mainly in the liver, lung, bone, and 
skin[17,18]. The average survival period after diagnosis is about seven months.

At the present, there is no treatment for metastatic uveal melanoma. The survival 
rates have remained stable since the 1970s despite advances in treatment and 
knowledge of tumor biology. In this sense, it is essential to deepen the knowledge of 
the molecular actors involved in the initiation and progression of the tumor.

Despite the complexity of the mechanisms of cell biology, we can analyze them in 
depth by means of their structure, dynamics and control procedures. Predictive 
models can provide a great benefit for the knowledge of signaling pathways processes 
in humans. Basically, these molecular pathways carry out the detection of cells, 
transformation/modification of their components, and transmission of information 
from their environment to intracellular targets[19,20].

There are numerous perspectives for computational analysis of cellular signaling 
networks, such as statecharts[21], ordinary differential equations[22], Petri nets[23,24], live 
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Figure 1 Diagram of sagittal section of the eye. Portions of the uvea: Anterior (iris), intermediate (ciliary body), and posterior (choroid).

Figure 2  Anatomy of the eye: Eyeball, tunics and layers of the eye, and intraocular structures.

sequence charts[25], and ambient/membrane calculi[26], and rule-based[27,28]. Quantitative 
analyses require the use of a large number of molecules per species. However, in the 
case of huge numbers, the complexity increases enormously. Qualitative modeling 
supplies alternative approaches when quantitative methods do not give efficient 
solutions.

Computational analysis with qualitative approaches have provided a breakthrough 
in research cell biology and medical biology[29-32]. Symbolic models allow us to model, 
compute, analyze, and reason about networks of molecular interactions at multiple 
levels of detail[33,34]. Such models can suggest new knowledge and understanding of 
complex biological processes. This formalism provides a language for representing 
system states (different elements, with their locations that are present in the cell at a 
given time) and mechanisms of change (such as reactions), as well as analysis tools 
based on logical inference. In this way, behavior of a system can be simulated by 
symbolic models. The goal is to achieve formal models that are closer to the mindset of 
biologists[35].

Rule-based models allow managing biological interactions in a natural manner[36-38]. 
Highly complex cellular processes are successfully and efficiently handled due to the 
competence of rule-based systems which deal with complex systems[28,39-43].

The rest of the paper reviews the main features of uveal melanoma in Section 2. A 
description of signaling pathways involved in uveal melanoma is presented in Section 
3. The application of artificial intelligence (AI) in modeling and analysis of signaling 
pathways involved in uveal melanoma with rule-based symbolic systems is presented 
in Section 4. Finally, we draw our discussion in Section 5.
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UVEAL MELANOMA 
Etiology of uveal melanoma 
The etiology of uveal melanoma is not yet clear[44]. Ultraviolet radiation (UV radiation) 
is established as the main risk factor for cutaneous melanoma, although the role of UV 
radiation in the development of uveal melanoma remains controversial[45,46]. On the 
other hand, we also comment on the possible influence of genetic factors and somatic 
mutations.

Ultraviolet radiation: Population pigmentation and geographical parameters, such as 
latitude and altitude, influence the incidence of melanoma. This indicates that UV 
radiation has a causal role in the development of melanoma[47,48]. The solar radiation 
that reaches the earth’s surface is a range of electromagnetic radiation that is 
composed of two ranges of ultraviolet wave bands: 95% ultraviolet A (with range 
between 320 and 400 nm) and 5% ultraviolet B (with range between 280 and 230 nm). 
The role of these two types of waves is different in the ability to initiate DNA damage, 
cell signaling pathways and immune alterations[7,49].

Ultraviolet B is considered the main carcinogen of melanoma[50]. The predominant 
photo-lesions induced by ultraviolet B are: the DNA cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, 
pyrimidine-6, 4-pyrimidone photoproducts, and Dewar photoproducts. These DNA 
lesions are only repaired by a nucleotide excision repair system. If unrepaired, these 
mutations at dipyrimidine sites induce the characteristic ultraviolet-signature 
mutation[7]. On the other hand, ultraviolet A wavelengths interact with cellular 
photosensitizers to produce reactive oxygen species and oxidative damage to DNA. 
Although rare, ultraviolet radiation also has the capacity to induce other types of DNA 
alterations, such as protein-DNA crosslinks, single-strand breaks, oxidative base 
damage, epigenetic changes, and chromosomal aberrations[7].

Exposure to ultraviolet radiation produces numerous cellular reactions, such as 
epidermal hyperplasia, cutaneous inflammation, and migration of melanocyte stem 
cells to the interfollicular epidermis. It has been observed that melanoma occurs 
commonly after intermittent sun exposure and in people with frequent sunburns, 
especially during childhood[51]. Risk of melanoma has also been associated with high-
dose use of indoor artificial tanning devices[52]. However, chronic or low-grade 
exposures to ultraviolet radiation induce DNA protection due to increased skin 
thickness and melanin production resulting from chronic ultraviolet exposure[51,53].

Genetic factors: A common characteristic of melanoma patients is a pale-skinned 
complexion, red or blond hair, blue eyes and a high number of large and irregular 
nevi. The presence of nevi has a high correlation with exposure to ultraviolet radiation. 
Familial melanomas constitute 8%–12% of all melanoma cases and allow identification 
of the melanoma susceptibility genes involved in the familial disease, even in sporadic 
cases[7,54].

Somatic mutations: The interruption of the precise control of the transduction of cell 
signaling pathways is linked to many oncogenes and tumor suppressors. Signal 
transduction is the complex communication system that coordinates the actions of cells 
and governs cellular activities[55]. Poor regulation of this network can induce the 
acquisition of cancer phenotypes. In this way, cell signaling pathways allow us to 
understand the processes that are also closely involved in cancer: Cell growth and 
death, migration, metabolism, angiogenesis, and so on.

Diagnosis and treatment
Uveal melanoma can develop without any symptoms and is diagnosed by a routine 
eye examination. It often causes painless distortion of vision and other nonspecific 
visual symptoms[56].

The diagnosis of uveal melanoma consists of clinical examination and ocular 
ultrasonography. The high levels of accuracy and detection rates at the first visit of an 
experienced eye oncologist make it possible to avoid an invasive diagnostic 
biopsy[57,58]. Delayed operating time may affect prognosis, especially in older patients 
with smaller tumors.

For melanoma of the anterior uvea (iris), the best diagnostic criteria are evidence 
that the lesion is growing. Figure 3 shows an iris melanoma that extends to the ciliary 
body.

For the diagnosis of posterior uvea melanoma (ciliary body and choroids), 
transillumination and fundoscopic examination through pupil dilation (indirect 
ophthalmoscopy) remain the first steps in the diagnostic process[59]. A choroidal nevus 
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Figure 3 Iris melanoma. Iris melanic neoformation that extends to the ciliary body.

in a patient with choroidal melanoma of the contralateral eye is shown in Figure 4.
A shortcoming is the diagnosis of small tumors since it is not possible to distinguish 

whether they are melanomas or nevi. For this purpose, specialized ocular imaging 
techniques are useful in order to detect clinical signs that can help in the differential 
diagnosis, such as: thickness > 2 mm, subretinal fluid, symptoms related to alteration 
of vision, orange pigmentation, tumor very close to the optic nerve, absence of 
dorsum, absence of acoustic halo in the US, absence of pattern with pigmented halo, 
which favor the diagnosis of malignancy[60,61].

For the extension study, in order to assess metastatic lesions, the techniques used 
are: Computerized tomography of the chest and abdomen, positron emission 
tomography PET-CT, ultrasonography, and abdominal magnetic resonance imaging 
(liver)[61]. The usefulness of detecting circulating tumor cells in the bloodstream in 
order to discover patients at risk of metastasis is questioned[62]. In oncology, the 
treatment of malignant tumors usually requires histological confirmation of the clinical 
diagnosis. For intraocular melanoma, therapeutic decisions are mostly based on 
clinical diagnosis[63].

There are different ways of treatment: (1) Surgery (local resection, endoresection, or 
enucleation); and (2) Local radiotherapy (106-ruthenium or 125-iodine brachytherapy, 
proton beam therapy, or stereotactic radiosurgery)[58]. To minimize the side effects of 
brachytherapy, the neoadjuvant phototherapy is proposed[64].

Currently, the management of posterior uveal melanoma depends on several factors 
such as: size of the tumor, extension, age of the patient, general health status, condition 
of the opposite eye, patient’s desire and psychological status.

After proton beam therapy, local control of the disease is achieved in 96.4%[65], 
however local recurrence can take place up to almost ten years after primary therapy 
and poses a higher risk of metastasis[66].

Prognostic factors for the development of melanoma 
The malignant potential of tumors has been a great concern for years. Therefore, it is 
important to understand why some patients evolve more torpidly and quickly than 
others despite having the same type of neoplasm. For this reason, we need to be able to 
recognize factors intrinsic to the tumor or to the patient himself, that allow classifying 
and/or predicting the evolution of the course of the disease (prognostic factors) in 
order to be able to offer effective and/or preventive treatments. In uveal melanoma, 
several clinical, histopathological, cytogenetic and molecular factors have been 
described which allow the identification of those patients who present a higher risk of 
developing distant metastasis and who could probably benefit from an adequate 
prophylactic and/or adjuvant treatment[59,67].

Some features increase the likelihood of developing uveal melanoma. Age, sex, and 
ethnicity are related to different incidence rates of the disease. The risk of uveal 
melanoma increases with age (the peak value is reached at age 70), men develop it 
more often than women and Caucasians are more likely to develop it compared to 
populations with a darker skin type. In the development of uveal melanoma, there are 
some other risk factors such as fair skin, inability to tan, light eye color, and blond hair. 
Other clinical features associated with an increased risk of uveal melanoma are 
oculodermal melanocytosis and cutaneous, iris and choroidal nevi[5,68].
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Figure 4  Choroidal nevus in a patient with choroidal melanoma of the contralateral eye.

According to the literature[59], the prognostic factors that have been described in 
uveal melanoma are: (1) Clinical: Age and sex, location and configuration of the tumor, 
tumor size and staging [American Joint Committee on Cancer develops a classification 
system for describing the extent of disease progression in cancer patients (
https://cancerstaging.org/)], association with ocular or oculodermal melanocytosis; 
(2) Histological: Cellular type and nuclear size, mytotic activity, vascular pattern and 
density, inflammatory infiltrate, necrosis and pigmentation; and (3) Cytogenetic and 
molecular: cytogenetic alterations and molecular alterations.

SIGNALING PATHWAYS IN UVEAL MELANOMA 
The interruption of the precise control of the transduction of the cell signaling 
pathways is related to several oncogenes and tumor suppressors. Management of 
cellular activities and coordination of the actions of the cells constitute a complex 
system of communication known as signal transduction. A poor regulation of this 
network can lead to the acquisition of cancer phenotypes. Cellular signaling pathways 
are also fundamental to understanding processes that are also closely related to cancer: 
cell growth and death, migration, metabolism, and angiogenesis.

From the genetic point of view, melanoma is a complex disease[69]. Its genetic 
alterations affect genes in key signaling pathways that govern: (1) Proliferation (
NRAS, BRAF, and NF1); (2) Growth and metabolism (STK11, PTEN, and KIT); (3) 
Replicative response (TERT); (4) Cell cycle control (CDKN2A); and (5) Resistance to 
apoptosis (TP53).

Knowledge of the molecular system of uveal melanoma has improved in recent 
decades and is constantly being updated. Unlike cutaneous melanoma, in uveal 
melanoma, NRAS, BRAF, NF1, and c-KIT mutations are rarely produced. However, 
some other mutations have been detected: BAP1, EIF1AX, CYSLTR2, GNA11, GNAQ, 
PLCβ4, and SF3B1. These genetic changes allow us to better categorize patients 
according to the individual risk of distant metastasis[70]. The most common mutations 
identified in primary uveal melanoma are GNAQ/11 mutations. GNAQ mutations are 
present in up to half of the cases[71,72].

GNAQ/11 mutations that occur in uveal melanomas cause PI3K/Akt/mTOR 
signaling to be regulated upwards. The activation of the PI3K pathway triggers 
antiapoptotic signals that complement the proliferative effects of the overactive MAPK 
signaling that contributes to uveal melanomagenesis[5,73]. Figure 5 shows an outline of 
the signaling pathways involved in the development of uveal melanoma, as well as the 
specific inhibitors used in preclinical studies (based on Álvarez-Rodríguez et al[5]).

The activation of GPCR, a type of receptor on the cell surface, can be caused by 
various stimuli. This type of activation triggers the exchange of GDP to GTP in the Gα 
subunit of the heterotrimeric G-protein leading to the dissociation of the Gα subunit 
from the other two Gβγ subunits. Some mutations can produce activation of G-
proteins, such as those that occur in GNAQ or GNA11 in 75% of uveal melanomas. 
After activation, the subunit Gα causes the cleavage of PIP2 into IP3, and DAG by 
PLCβ. The activation of the MAPK pathway is followed by the activation of PKC 

https://cancerstaging.org/)],
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Figure 5  Signaling pathways involved in the development of uveal melanoma.

(protein kinase C) by DAG. In addition, Gβγ activates the PI3K route. These two 
pathways are involved in cell survival, mobility, growth, invasion, and proliferation[5].

RULE-BASED SIGNALING PATHWAYS IN UVEAL MELANOMA
Complex biological mechanisms can be thoroughly revealed by their structure, 
dynamics, and control methods. AI helps the research of human signaling 
processes[74,75]. Molecular pathways detect cells, transform components, and internally 
transmit information from their environment to intracellular targets, such as the 
genome[20,76].

Symbolic models can be used to model, compute with, analyze, and reason on nets 
of molecular interactions at different levels of detail, depending on the information 
available and the aspects to be investigated. These models facilitate a deep knowledge 
of biological processes and new relationships between their elements. This formalism 
includes a language to model the states of the system and the dynamics of change 
(such as reactions), as well as computational inference or logic tools that allow us to 
analyze the processes[75,77]. In this manner, system behavior can be mimicked with 
symbolic models. The objective is to establish formal models close to the mentality of 
biologists[35]. Rule-based models can handle molecular interactions in a natural way. 
The skills of rule-based systems allow to deal with schemes of a large underlying 
complexity. In this way, complex cellular processes are managed adequately and 
efficiently[28].

We define a rule-based system which allows us to carry out an analysis of the 
change of different initial states, and of the study of the states that can be reached at 
the initial states in the signaling pathways involved in uveal melanoma. This task is 
carried out thanks to rewriting logic and Pathway Logic, which we briefly describe 
below.

Rewriting logic and Pathway Logic: Rewriting logic constitutes a logic of change or 
becoming[78]. It allows you to easily set the specification of the dynamic features of 
systems and naturally deals with highly nondeterministic concurrent computations. 
Rewriting logic provides a flexible and general semantic framework to confer 
semantics to a wide range of languages and concurrency models[79]. Rewriting logic is 
efficiently implemented in the Maude language[80].

On the one hand, the rewriting logic consists of an equational theory that define 
sorts, constructors, function symbols, and equality between terms. On the other hand, 
the rewriting logic extends the equational theory with rewrite rules that allows 
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expressing the dynamics between the states of the system. Rewrite rules lay down 
local and parallel changes in a dynamic concurrent system. In this manner, these 
deduction rules establish a sound reasoning. From a purely logical point of view, we 
will say that each rewrite rule is a logical entailment in a formal model.

Based on rewriting logic, Pathway Logic[27] is a platform for modeling and analyzing 
molecular and cellular processes. The resulting formal models can be executed and 
analyzed using the Maude system[81]. Many models have been developed with 
Pathway Logic because of the naturalness of rewriting logic to model and experiment 
with mathematical and biological problems[82,83]. Pathway Logic is presently being used 
to curate several models of signal transduction and metabolic networks[31].

A rule knowledge base in Pathway Logic consists of rewrite rules and supporting 
data type specifications[27]. The model of melanoma signaling system consists of: (1) A 
specification of the starting cell components with their locations, the so-called initial 
state; and (2) A collection of rewrite rules derived from the global knowledge base by a 
symbolic reasoning process that recruits all rewrite rules that are potentially 
executable from the initial state. These executable models collect the possible paths in 
which a system can progress. Logical inference of Pathway Logic can: (1) Simulate 
possible ways in which a system could evolve; (2) Build pathways in response to 
queries; and (3) Think logically about dynamic assembly of complexes and cascade 
transmission of signals[19,84].

Modeling of signaling pathways in uveal melanoma: Through the language Maude 
and pathway logic, the various elements found in a cell (proteins, genes, chemicals, 
etc.) are defined as a Soup (i.e. a set or an associative and commutative list with a 
neutral element). Such elements constitute a location and are identified by a location 
name (LocName): op {_|_}: LocName Soup -> Location [ctor].

Some of the various parts or locations of the cell can be: In the nucleus (NUc), in the 
cytoplasm (CLc), in/across the cell membrane (CLm), outside the cell (XOut), or 
attached to the inside of the cell membrane (CLi).

In the following code fragment, the nucleus location (NUc) is defined with some 
elements, such as genes and proteins (e.g., Maz, Myc, and Rb1), some of which are 
modified (e.g., a high mRNA expression level of Tp53 gene is presented: [Tp53-gene - 
on]): {NUc | Maz Myc Rb1 NProteasome Chek2 Chek1 Tp53 [Tp53-gene - on]}.

In turn, we can have a set or Soup of the different locations of the cell with their 
corresponding contents. At last, all location sets (Soups) are collected in wrappers 
called dishes, through the PD operator.

For the purpose of better understanding the modeling of a state, a small dummy cell 
is represented in Maude with the following dish:

op DummyDish: -> Dish.
eq DummyDish = PD({CLm | Erbb2 Igf1R [Cbl - Yphos]} {XOut | Igf1 } {CLi | 

[Gnai1 - act] [Hras - GDP]} {NUc | Elk1 Msk1 Maz} {CLc | Mek1 Akts [Csnk1a1 - act] 
[Gsk3s - act]}).

Several proteins are included in the dish, such as receptor tyrosine-protein kinase 
erbB-2 (written as Erbb2 according to Pathway Logic notation), insulin-like growth 
factor I (Igf1), and Myc-associated zinc finger protein (Maz). Some of these 
components have modifications, such as phosphorylation on tyrosine (Yphos), binding 
to GDP, or activation (act). On the other hand, the ligand/receiver bond between cell 
components can be defined in Maude with the operator (_:_). As an example, a bond 
between Egf and EgfR is written in Maude as (Egf : EgfR). A pictorial and informal 
representation of this dummy cell is shown in Figure 6. In this figure, unmodified 
proteins are shown in green. Proteins with modifications are exhibited with different 
colors: red for activated proteins, blue for phosphorylated proteins, and yellow for 
those bound to GDP.

Below, we model a complete dish MELANOMADish for a melanoma case study. 
This cellular dish is composed of several locations, such as CLc or NUc. The contents 
of each cell location, such as CLc or NUc, are defined as a soup of elements. Each of 
the elements or components, such as Akts, may include some modifications (e.g., [Rheb 
- GTP], [Gsk3s - act], etc.). Here is a rough version of Maude’s module containing this 
dish:

mod MELANOMA is inc ALLOPS.
op MELANOMADish : -> Dish.
eq MELANOMADish = PD(
{CLc | [Csnk1a1 - act] [Gsk3s - act] [Ilk - act] Akts Igf1R Axin1 BrafV600E Btrc Rnf6 

Trim28 Bim Ctnnb1 Cul7 Eif4ebp1 Pkca Erks Cdc42 Fbxw8 Irs1 Cdkn2a Mek1 Mlst8 
Mtor Pdpk1 Erbb2 Ep300 Proteasome Rac1 Rad54b Rbbp6 Raptor Rbx1 Rps6 Rictor 
Mdm4 Ube2d2 Ube2d1 Rsk1 S6k1 Sin1 Skp1 Ybx1 Ywhas Akt1 Ang Dzip3 Baiap2 L1 
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Figure 6  Schematic representation of a dummy cell.

C10orf90 Cdk5rap3 Cbp Cul5 G3bp1 Rchy1 Rnf31 Syvn1 Magea3 Erk5 Mdm2 Mkrn1 
NgfR Nr0b2 Nus1 Pax3 Pcmt1 Pdlim7 Pkch Ppm1d Psme3 Ube4b Rnf43 Stub1 
Tax1bp3 Huwe1 Gli1 Tpt1 Trim24 Ube2d3 Ubc13 Ube3a}

{NUc | [Tp53-gene - on] Maz Myc Rb1 Chek1 NProteasome Chek2 Tp53}
{CVc | [Rheb - GTP] (Tsc1 : Tsc2)} {Sig | empty})
{CLm | PIP2} {XOut | empty} {CLi | Pld1 Pi3k Parva} {CLo | empty}.
endm

Rule-based dynamics in uveal melanoma: According to the literature, the PI3K, 
MAPK, IGF-1R, and mTOR pathways are actively involved in uveal melanoma[85-87]. 
Based on Krantz et al[85], Figure 7 illustrates the main signaling pathways that influence 
uveal melanoma.

Maude’s rewriting rules establish the dynamics of our biological system. 
Concurrent cellular reactions can be defined with these rules. To illustrate this, the 
3820c rule states that Pi3k the inside of the cell membrane mediates phosphorylation of 
PIP2 into PIP3 in the cell membrane [The variables clm and cli indicate that they can be 
replaced by any soup of elements in/across the cell membrane and attached to the 
inside of the cell membrane, respectively (Figure 8)]: rl[3820c.PIP3.from.PIP2]: {CLi | 
cli Pi3k} {CLm | clm PIP2} => {CLi | cli Pi3k} {CLm | clm PIP3}.

Each of these rules is extracted from scientific knowledge. In the case of rule 3820c, 
the evidence was obtained from KEGG and HumanCyc curated databases containing 
metabolic reactions [HumanCyc reaction 2.7.1.153 (http://humancyc.org/HUMAN/ 
NEW-IMAGE?type=NIL&object=2.7.1.153-RXN), and KEGG reaction R04545 (
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?rn:R04545)].

Once the biological system has been modeled with the elements involved (proteins, 
genes, etc.) and with the rewriting rules that define the dynamics of the model, we can 
now express the potential of rewriting logic and the environment of Pathway Logic to 
analyze our biological system from different points of view and draw inferences.

For example, the rewrite command allows to apply rewrite rules and obtain a 
reachable dish from our initial dish. That is, starting from the cell that we have defined 
with MELANOMADish, we obtain the final state of the cell only after five of the 
possible reactions have taken place. The result of applying five rewrite steps to our 
initial dish is shown in the following example:

Maude > rewrite [5] MELANOMADish.
result Dish: PD({CLm | PIP3} {CLo | empty} {CLi | Pld1 Pi3k Parva}
{NUc | NProteasome Rb1 Tp53 Maz Chek1 Myc Chek2 [Tp53-gene - on]}
{CVc | [Rheb - GTP] (Tsc1 : Tsc2)} {XOut | empty} {Sig | empty}
{CLc | Ube2d3 Erks Fbxw8 Ybx1 G3bp1 Ang Ywhas Ctnnb1 Cul7 Cul5 Axin1 Bim 

Btrc Mdm4 BrafV600E NgfR Mtor Cdkn2a C10orf90 Pdlim7 Pkch Eif4ebp1 S6k1 Sin1 
Syvn1 Tax1bp3 Pkca Proteasome Ppm1d Dzip3 Rictor Rnf6 Rnf31 Rnf43 Erbb2 Ep300 
Erk5 Gli1 Trim28 Baiap2 L1 Ubc13 Huwe1 Ube2d2 Mdm2 Magea3 Mek1 Stub1 Mlst8 

http://humancyc.org/HUMAN/NEW-IMAGE?type=NIL&object=2.7.1.153-RXN),
http://humancyc.org/HUMAN/NEW-IMAGE?type=NIL&object=2.7.1.153-RXN),
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?rn:R04545)]
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Figure 7  Signaling pathways in uveal melanoma.

Figure 8  Outline of the 3820c.PIP3.from.PIP2 rewrite rule.

Pax3 Pcmt1 Psme3 Rac1 Igf1R Irs1 Rbbp6 Rad54b Raptor Ube3a Cbp Cdc42 Mkrn1 
Ube4b Cdk5rap3 Rbx1 Nus1 Nr0b2 Rchy1 Rps6 Rsk1 Skp1 Tpt1 Trim24 Akts Akt1 
[Gsk3s - act] [Ilk - act] [Csnk1a1 - act] [Pdpk1 - act] Ube2d1 })

In this first possible solution, some activated proteins are observed in the cytoplasm, 
such as Gsk3s, Csnk1a1, and Ilk. However, the possible results of rewriting a term may 
be different, depending on the rules and the order in which they are applied.

Moreover, we can also carry out a breadth-first search with a given pattern using 
the search instruction. In the following example, we are looking for two states of a cell 
that satisfy the following conditions: (1) An Erks protein is activated in the nucleus or 
cytoplasm; (2) A Pi3k protein is attached to the inside of the plasma membrane; and (3) 
Each of the cell states is reached in a maximum of five steps.

search [2,5] MELANOMADish =>* PD(S:Soup {NUc | nuc:Things}
{CLi | cli:Things Pi3k} {CLm | clm:Things PIP3}
{loc:LocName | things:Things [Erks - erksmodset:ModSet act]})
such that (loc:LocName == NUc) or (loc:LocName == CLc).
In this example, we use the search option =>*, which means that the search must be 

performed in zero or more steps. Moreover, the variable S:Soup in the search pattern 
indicates the rest of elements. Maude achieves two possible solutions which fulfill 
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these conditions and displays the terms that show matching/adjustment in the 
solutions.

Solution 1 (state 186)
S:Soup --> {CLo | empty} {CVc | [Rheb - GTP] (Tsc1 : Tsc2)} {Sig | empty}
{XOut | empty}
nuc:Things --> Maz Myc Chek1 NProteasome Rb1 [Tp53-gene - on] Chek2 Tp53
clm:Things --> empty cli:Things --> Parva Pld1
loc:LocName --> CLc erksmodset:ModSet --> phos(TEY)
things : Things --> C10orf90 Cdk5rap3 Rnf43 Rsk1 Cdkn2a Cul7 Dzip3 Erbb2 

Magea3 Huwe1 Stub1 Syvn1 Mkrn1 Mtor Cdc42 NgfR Nr0b2 Pcmt1 Ube2d1 Ube2d2 
Pdpk1 Pkca Eif4ebp1 Rps6 Ep300 Pkch Ppm1d G3bp1 Gli1 Psme3 Fbxw8 Proteasome 
Rac1 Mdm2 Mlst8 Rad54b Cbp Raptor Rbbp6 Nus1 Pax3 Rbx1 Rchy1 Akts Ube2d3 
Ube3a Pdlim7 Akt1 Ang Axin1 Baiap2 L1 Bim [ Csnk1a1 - act] [Gsk3s - act] Btrc Rictor 
[Mek1 - act phos(SMANS)] Rnf6 Rnf31S6k1 Igf1R Sin1 Mdm4 Skp1 Tax1bp3 Tpt1 Ybx1 
Trim24 Erk5 Irs1 Trim28 Ubc13 Ube4b Ctnnb1 Cul5 Ywhas [Braf - act] [Ilk - act]

The set of modifications erksmodset:ModSet of this solution contains the protein 
Erks which is activated and phosphorylated in TEY domain.

In addition, the rules that have been applied to reach state 186 can be obtained by 
using the instruction show path labels:

Maude > show path labels 186.
3820c.PIP3.from.PIP2
3808c.BrafV600E.act
431c.Mek1.by.Braf
014c.ErkS.by.Mek1
The output of the previous command indicates that 3820c, 3808c, 431c, and 014c 

rules have been applied to the initial state (MELANOMADish).

DISCUSSION
In 2018 the World Health Organization recorded approximately 9.6 million cancer 
deaths worldwide. Therefore, cancer is the second leading cause of death. This data 
means that about one-sixth of all deaths are the result of cancer. Melanoma represents 
only about 1% of skin cancer, but it is responsible for the vast majority of skin cancer 
deaths. Uveal melanoma is a rare type of cancer and represents up to 5% of all 
melanomas[3,5,8,9]. Approximately half of patients with uveal melanoma develop 
metastases and die from the disease[1-3].

Symbolic systems biology can explore and analyze biochemical reactions that occur 
concurrently in a cell. The use of rewriting rules of AI models allows the modeling of 
biological processes in the cell[74,77]. Our final goal is to provide models that encloses the 
reasoning and intuitions of biologists.

The computational analyses with qualitative approaches have brought about a 
breakthrough in research in medical biology and cell biology[19,20]. Symbolic models 
allow us to model, compute, analyze and reason on networks of molecular interactions 
at multiple levels of detail[33,34]. Such models can suggest new knowledge and 
understanding of challenging cellular processes. This formalism provides us with a 
language that can to be able to represent system states and mechanisms of change and 
with tools to perform logical inferences and other meta-analyses[32,81].

CONCLUSION
This paper gives an overview of the computational analysis of signaling pathways 
based on rewriting logic paradigm. Pathway Logic's SKMELL33 model provides a 
specific symbolic logic system that browses the complex and dynamic cellular 
signaling processes that lead to cell survival and proliferation in uveal melanoma[27,84]. 
The understanding of the signaling pathways involved in melanoma will offer new 
strategies for effective treatments.
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